[Memory strategies in the elderly].
The frequency and preference of memory strategies were investigated in a group of independently living older adults (N = 111, 45-85 year) who were interested in memory training because of subjective and objective memory problems. Mokken scale analysis identified, besides the use of 'no strategy', four strategy scales, viz. encoding, retrieval, general, and external strategies. These five scales allowed for a differentiated analysis of strategy use. Frequency judgments showed that external strategies were used most frequently, followed by retrieval strategies. Encoding strategies were used least often. Reports on the preference of strategies in specific situations showed that subjects reported to use specific strategies in the majority of situations, although here too external strategies were used most generally. Strategy reports were more related to psychological variables (mental speed, primary memory ability, need for cognition and memory complaints) than to demographic characteristics (age, educational level and sex). The explained variances, however, were low which suggests substantial individual differences in use and preference of memory strategies.